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01 Gyaan

Shala

1.1 Re- Thinking Government School

Project Type - Architectural Design I Semester 6
Individual
Project Location - Ahmedabad, Gujarat
Project Guide - Ar. Kavita Pradhan

India has over 1.5 million schools & more than 260 million schoolgoers. According to a report by Niti Aayog, 4 lakh government
schools have less than 50 students & only 2 teachers. The
government schools in India are majorly suffering due to
negligence, lack of sanitation & hygiene facilities, safety issues,
lack of infrastructure & its quality. The user group here belongs
the urban poor.
The program was proposed in Ahmedabad , Gujarat ; just adjacent
to the Hollywood Basti, Gulbai Tekra. Hollywood Basti is an age
old community which is home for almost 10000 residents majorly
of which are employed in idol making business.

The Design aims to achieve a play and learn environment
through built and unbuilt spaces. The concept revolved
around the circulation spaces , thinking of them not as a
mere space used for circulation but space to learn, play
and explore.
The built and unbuilt are designed in a way that they are
multi-functional , interactive and form a collaborative
environment. The spaces are imagined as an
amalgamation of learning space for students as well as
community. Apart from a traditional program of a school
additional multi-functional spaces like Stationary area,
tailoring area( for uniforms) are introduced to provide
employment .

Fig 02- Axonometric View highlighting interactive elements of design.

Keeping the idea of investigative circulation, inspirations were
taken from the zig zag scribbles of the child. The crooked paths
then achieved ,allowed the children to discover spaces one by one.
The built form is divided into 2 blocks and is connected by means
of bridges. This led to formation of courtyards which brought in
light, and encouraged interaction.

Further , responding to the hot climate, water stream was added
which acted as element for play and learn and also cooled the
interiors. The narrow lanes between the slums discouraged the
playing of children. Catering to this problem, long zig zag ramps
were introduced that runed in between the two blocks connecting
them. These ramps allowed children to run long distances freely,
and also formed an element of barrier free design.

Fig 01- Plan showing the interconnection and merging of Built, Unbuilt spaces with the Surrounding context.
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DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS

The image highlights the narrow
lanes of Hollywood Basti

The classroom module is designed considering four parameters.
Learning form peers, Learning by teachers, Learning by yourself
, Learning by doing. The balcony detail shown in the figure above
highlights a space for learning by yourself and doing. It has bamboo
screens with writable walls.

Fig 04 - View of stepped sitting , Badminton court and
playground.

Fig 05 - View of inner courtyard which is used for
outdoor teaching and also acts as assembly area.

The wall in-between the balcony and classroom is playful wall allowing user interaction with architecture. The wall allow students
to sit , plant , store , play and explore.

Prominent Arched Opening in
Ahmedabad which form a grand
entry.

Responding to the context and
user needs circulation spaces are
designed broader that form the
informal play area .
Also Classrooms have arched
entry giving a sense of vastness.

Climate responsive step wells in
Ahmedabad .

Climate responsive step wells in
Ahmedabad .
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Fig 03 - Section in perspective showing ramps and the multi-functional courtyard.
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01 Between

the indigenous

1.2 Interpretation and Vocational training center

9

Project Type - Architectural Design I Semester 4
Individual
Project Location - Tattakoti, Karnataka.
Project Guide - Ar. Rashmil Rajagopalan

10

8

7

Far from well traversed places in Badami lies the warm and wellsettled Tattakoti settlement. Tattakoti being a reflection of strong
traditional, cultural and architectural values, has still preserved
its authentic character. The village sits amidst of Badami North
and South Hills facing the Badami caves and temples, and the
Agastya lake in frontyard.
The site sits between the hills on one side and the lake on other.

Inspired from the Badami caves the structure curves itself
in a way that it gives users a sense of compression and
relaxation along their way.
The structure in all being a low height merges with the
surrounding context but is simultaneously striking due to
its curvy form.
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Fig 07- Plan showing spaces and surrounding context and how they fit in.

Entering into the structure one senses the narrowing of path
leading to a shadowed pathway formalizing and bringing people
into the centre and then opening up into a central courtyard with
exhibitions all around.
The entire exhibition is along the ramps which run along varying
heights of the structure. The project being a public infrastructure
, provision of ramps acts as an inclusive circulation area for the
disabled.

1. Entry for visitors.
2. Interpretation Center
3. Atrium
4. Cafe
5. Toilet
6. Vocational training center
7. Community center
8. Hospital
9.Toilet for community
10. Community Entry

Fig 06- Elevational view of the structure from west of the site.
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As the user moves from
outside to inside the structure,there is a transition of
space from dark to light
interpreting that the unknown hidden heritage of

Fig 10- View of internal courtyard being used as a leisure space.

Form and the space designed
resonates to the Badami
caves

Responding to contoured site , Ramp has been taken as a design
element. along with circulation space it forms a space for exhibition.

The program includes Sewing and Organic farming as the courses
for Vocational Centre. The settlement is majorly employed through
agriculture , imparting knowledge about organic farming will make
them stand with the current demand and help the earn profits.

Fig 11- View of cafe

6

Inspired by the tattakoti settlement which has low height
structures placed linearly with narrow lanes , the design incorporates a similar strategy which builds a balanced relationship
between indoor and outdoor and increases interaction.

Sewing as a course will majorly promote women empowerment and
reduce their expenditure on costly clothes.

6

Fig 08- Section cuts through the vocational training center . Showing organic farming on left and sewing course on right.
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Structures are placed at
a certain distance from
each other to form lanes of
landscape which act as a
medium to appreciate the
surrounding scape’s.
The interpretation center
and the toilet in its vicinity
will be predominantly used
by the visitors, whereas the
Vocational training center ,
Community hall, Hospital ,
and rear toilet by the village
community.

Multi-functional of Open spaces

Interpretation Centre

Community Hall

The Community hall is of
2 level the basement and
ground . The basement
includes
the
changing
rooms , Bathing areas , etc
and the hall functions on the
first floor.

Fig 09- Longitudnal section showing the play of levels.
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02 Through

Urban Lenses

2.1 Street documentation and Analysis around
Khandeshwar Lake

Project Type - Architectural Design I Semester 6
Group ( Anju Pillai , Gauri Shelar)
Project Location - Khandeshwar , Navi Mumbai
Project Guide - Ar. Neha Korde

The study looks at Kevin Lynch’s five elements of city - Path,
Edge , District, Nodes and Landmarks. It also analyses the public
pedestrian ways with the overall networks through Nolli’s map.
The Streets that inhabit majority of the ground space have a major
impact on the city’s physical environment and the quality of life.
It is combination of open, closed and semi open areas. Currently
, in India the percentage of pedestrian roads is very less than
motorized roads which eliminates the chance for social activities
and community interaction. These street if planned properly has
a potential to form a vibrant and lively surroundings. The city of
Copenhagen is an successful example of city with such streets.

The selected two streets for the study are in Panvel along
the Khandeshwar lake. The street studied is along the
inner paths of the Khandeshwar Lake and other along the
Mahatma school. Roadside shops, tree shaded pathway ,
auto stand ,temporary stalls and temple majorly comprise
the street .During MahaShivratri the street is entirely
vibrant and filled with hawkers. But lacks proper traffic
management ,age friendly spaces, separate cycle and
pedestrian friendly spaces. The study aims to be a base to
pave the way for betterment of this street with more user
friendly spaces .This would eventually increase the social
activities and community interaction throughout street.

The diagram shows the busy node of
the street and the side parkings that
make the situation more worse

The street that almost surrounds the
Khandeshwar Lake has green spaces
that involve children play areas, sitting
under the tree,etc.

The buildings along the street have open
spaces in between them allowing people
to gather and interact.

The jogging path has stone katta at
regular intervals for people to sit and
talk. Apart of this street also connects to
the national highway on the other side.

At Evening, the footpaths along the
street gets occupied by the pani-poori
wala, fruit vendors and other hawkers.

The entry to the lake is a gated which
decrease its publicness to use . Just
beside the entry is a small public library ,
the access to which also gets restricted
due to gating.

Figure 11 : Detail Plan 1- The plan highlights the activities around the street and the lake edge.
The plan also shows retail shops along the road which acts
as a initiator for community engagement .During Ganapati
Visarjan the lake form a vibrant environment.
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A figure-ground diagram is a two-dimensional map of an urban
space that shows the relationship between built and unbuilt
space. Land coverage of buildings is visualized as solid mass
(figure), while public spaces formed by streets, parks and
plazas are represented as voids (ground).

Fig 14- Plan shows the Open spaces in the context
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Fig 13- The Figure shows Nollis map depicting the actual go to
spaces for pedestrians amongst all the open spaces shown in
figure ground map.
A Nolli Map is a two-dimensional plan drawing used to understand
and document the accessibility and flow of space within a city.

Fig 15- Plan shows the Land-use and mobility pattern of
the street and its surroundings

Figure 18 : Detail Plan 3- The plan highlights the activities around the street and the lake edge.

Figure 17 : Detail Plan 2- The plan highlights the activities around the street node.
The buildings along street have shopfronts facing street making it safer as it increases
“eyes on street”. The foots are occupied by hawkers at evenings.

Figure 16 - Section through central street and jogging path around

Fig 12- Figure ground map showing the built ,unbuilt spaces.
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EYES ON STREET - The balcony of the roadside buildings
open up onto the street making streets safer.

Flower vendors ,fruit vendors are seen in front of the
temple .At evenings, people gather here for Aarti.

EYES ON STREET - Shopfront face the street.

Heavy parking along the road side increases traffic.

The Compound wall between the residential apartment
and the Lake is a solid wall which disconnects the two areas.
Making the compound wall porous would allow users from
either sides to interact and will have a visual connectivity.

18 I Humanities I

Near the lake is a famous temple, which gives the place its
name; often called ‘ Shiv mandir’. Grand aarti’s are done on
the day of Maha Shivratri and a feast is organized. Police
forces are deployed to control the crowd on that day.

Gazebos and open play areas are located at certain distances catering to the different needs of different age
groups.

Figure 16 - Section through Residential apartment, Lake and Jogging

Figure 17 - Section through central street
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02 A

walk to remember
2.2 A park that captures the essence nature

Project Type - Landscape Design I Semester 5
Group ( Krunal Ambre , Subiksha Rajagopalan)
Project Location - Badlapur
Project Guide - Ar. Reshma Sathe

Amphitheater with rose garden in front

Series of Gazebos surrounding
a green space

Underground meditation area

Walkway over water-body

Stepped Reading area with risers as storage for books.

Cafe with open to sky seatings

What is landscaping?
“A profession and academic discipline
that employs principles of art and the
physical and social sciences to the
processes of environmental planning,
design and conservation, which serve
to ensure the long lasting improvement,
sustainability and harmony of natural.”
Due to rapid urbanization and formation
of concrete jungles, percentage of green
spaces to relax, play and explore is
becoming less day by day.
The site located in Badlapur and has an
area of 15430 sq.m. It is a green vacant
land sitting adjacent to the Ulhas river.
Taking inspiration from the undulating
waves of the river the site was planed
in a series of curvy lines that formed
various user friendly spaces. More
chaotic spaces like playground,sandpit,
exhibition area were zoned at the
entrance further leading to private and
quiet spaces like gazebos,reading area
at the end. Users of all age have been
taken into consideration while designing
the program elements. Underground
meditation area, amphitheater ,jogging
track , and exercise area are designed
for the elderly citizens. Series of gazebos
with a green space in between forms a
space for family which can be used for
a quick family time. So, a combination
of hardscapes and softscapes elements
merge to form a healthy and vibrant
community space.
Figure 18 - Contextual Plan showing Ulhas river, Site and nearby Residential Buildings.
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1. Entry
2. Butterfly Garden
17
3. Exhibition Area
4. Water body
11. Amphitheater
5. Playground
12. Reading area
6. Sandpit
13. Cafe
7.Exercise and open
14. Gazebo
gym
15. Toilet
8. Stepped sitting
16. Parking
9. Rose Garden
17.Vehicular Entry 10. Walkway over water

From left to right : Entry and exit point
Diagram
highlighting
Hardscapes, and accesiblity

Softscape,

Figure 19 - Detailed plan showing different Hardscapes and Softscapes.
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Figure 20 - Section through Gazebo, Stepped seating and butterfly garden.

Figure 21 - Section through Underground meditation area, playground and stepped seating.

Figure 22 - Section through Gazebo, Toilet, water-body, Cafe.
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03 Invisible

04 Caves and Architecture

Cities

3.1 Cities of magical times

Project Type - Architectural Theory I Semester 5
Individual
Project Guide - Ar. Neha Korde
Ar. Smita Dalvi

Project Type - Humanities I Semester 4
Group
Project Guide - Ar. Tejashree Lakras , Ar. Neha Korde

The illustration below is of a excerpt from chapter “cities and eyes 3” from the book “INVISIBLE CITIES”. Through the descriptions of
cities by an explorer, Marco Polo, the book investigates imagination and the imaginable.
After a seven days’ march through woodland, the traveler directed towards Baucis cannot see the city and yet he has arrived. The slender
stilts that rise from the ground at a great distance from one another and are lost above the clouds support the city. You climb them with
ladders. On the ground the inhabitants rarely show themselves: having already everything they need up there, they prefer not to come
down. Nothing of the city touches the earth except those long flamingo legs on which it rests and, when the days are sunny, a pierced,
angular shadow that falls on the flamingo

INTRODUCTION
Cave Architecture often called as Rock-cut architecture is the
creation of structures, and sculptures by excavating solid rock
where it naturally occurs. Temples, tombs, and cave dwellings
were the three principal uses of rock-cut architecture
In the history of Indian architecture, rock-cut building holds a
special significance. In India, there are around 1,500 recognized
rock-cut structures. Many of these structures house important
works of art, and the majority of them are embellished with
stunning stone carvings. The earliest cave temples include the
Bhaja Caves, the Karla Caves, the Bedse Caves, the Kanheri
Caves, and some of the Ajanta Caves. Later rock-cut cave
architecture became more sophisticated, as in the Ellora Caves.
The monolithic Kailash Temple is considered to be the peak of
this type of construction.
Example of Rock cut Architecture.

BHAJA CAVES

View showing semi circular
timber arched roof and
placement of Stupa in

Exterior view of Bhaja
caves , showing Vihara at
left and Chaitya at right.

Bhaja Caves are a group of twenty caves located in the lower
region of Malwa in Pune. They are known to be as one of the
finest examples of the Early Hinayana series and are one of the
first rock cut chaityas in India. The west facing caves bring in an
ample amount of light in the interiors. The caves carry prominent
impressions from wooden architecture. They have majorly 2
spaces Chaityas and the Viharas. Chaitya refers to as the place
of worship whereas Viharas is like a monastery for Buddhist
renunciates.
CHAITYA
The characteristic horseshoe arch first appears in the facade,
but it’s indecisive curves suggest that this distinctive feature
was still under-growing a process of formation. The courtyard in
front was occupied by a wooden member which was fixed below
in front of the Chaitya arch, forming a gallery/ balcony.

The hall is 18m in length & 82m wide with a semicircular apse at
the back, separated by twenty-seven plain octagonal pillars which
are set aside aisles 106 cm wide. Wood i.e. timber has been used
to achieve fineness and to provide support to the rock cut ceiling.
One of the first experiments of the vaults were made during the
process of construction. The pillars are inclined towards the
interior and are offsetted by 7cm out of a perpendicular length
of 4.15m. This Inward Rake is a feature of Buddhist excavation.
Figure 23
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Plan of Chaitya and Vihara

Illustrated by the author
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VIHARAS
Viharas were excavated at some distance towards the south of
the Chaityas.
Viharas were carved in two levels & contained platform like stone
beds. The niches and the doors were framed in chaitya arches.

BEDSE CAVES
Capital

The Bedse Caves are a group of twenty two rock out I caves in
the Malwa Hills of Pune. It mainly consists of twelve east facing
caves along with numerous rock cut viharas. The entrance to
the chaitya is through an irregular passage (10.1m long & 1.5m
wide). The front of the Chaitya is made up of two pillars and
two pilasters. The scale of the columns has increased when
compared to the Bhaja caves.
STUPA
It has a wooden broad band shaft of an umbrella of the rail pattern
at the base & at the top of the cylinder and from where the drum
starts.

Tiles
Taurus
Bell shaped
Capital

Door

With the debris removed, a large artificial platform was built over
the sloping hill side in the front. The entrance was not merely an
opening in the cliffside but included a stately platform adorned
with stambas with the sculptures of lions. The facade behind is a
rock cut, 2 story screen. of stately columns.
One passes into a double height room or a vestibule & is
confronted by the recessed window set in a towering horse show
archway. Walls are richly sculpted, & flat bare surfaces were at
one time painted with colorful scenes from Buddha’s life.
A stupa is seen at the end of the cave. The outer porch which is
wider than the main hall is 16 4m x 4.6m. It is made up of two
thick octagonal plain pillars without bases and capitals forming
a triple entrance & supports a mass of rock supported by four
pillars giving the effect of a dwarf colonnade above.
Beyond the rock cut screen is a facade decorated with chaitya
arches sculpted figures & dominated by chaitya window. The
entrance door to the chaitya hall consisted of 3 doorways, the
central being reserved for the priests & the floor on the porch on
either side of the central door was sunk to form shallow dips.
The seven pillars behind the stupa are the usual plain octagonal
shafts, but the four pillars at the entrance differ from others. The
capitals of the inner pillar raise the arched vaults of the roof, fitted
with wooden ribs. Their purpose was to reduce the echo.

Octagonal
shaft

VIHARAS
The Vihara is at a short distance towards the north of the Chaitya.
It consists of a porch with two cells on the left & a recessed
cistern pattern on the right with a vaulted arch. Between walls
are cells with two benches each.

The stupa consists of a 2-shell drum with a rail pattern on the
upper edge suggestive of the pradakshna path around it. The
characteristic feature of the chaityas is the arch and the window
on which depended the whole lighting system. To provide
additional accommodation, several of the viharas were excavated
at different levels which gives the appearance of them being
storied.

Base of pillar

AJANTA CAVES
Ajanta provides excellent illustration of the evolution of the
Buddhists rock cut architecture It consists of range of excavated
galleries extending in a sickle-shaped curve along the face of
the cliff for over a third pf a mile. Here are aligned twenty-eight
manastic halls of various sizes and they have been numbered in
sequence, beginning with no. 1 at the west extremity and finishing
with no. 28 at eastern end. Four of these are chaitya halls and
remainders are viharas.
CHAITYA
The prayer hall or Buddhist temple are usually referred to as the
chaitya hall. It took the form of a large, vaulted hall having apsidal
end and divided longitudinally by two colonnades into a broad
nave and two aisles. In the apse stood the stupa, also carved out
of the natural rock, consisting of an elaborated representation of
structural. Caves no. 9 and 10 belong to Hinayana series Caves
no. 19 and 26 belong to Mahayana series
VIHARA

KARLA CAVES
The monumental culmination of the reduction of timber trellis
work on the facade termed as rock cut architecture is the famous
mammoth hall at Karli carved out of the western Ghats in the 1st
Century AD.
In plan, the hall was not remarkably different from others. There
were no means of staircases & Ledges in the hillside to reach the
chaitya.

An arrangement of apartments for accommodation of the monks
are known as vihara. A typical vihara consists of a central hall
entered by a doorway, in front of which was a doo vestibule,
verandah or portico. The central hall doorways open into square
cells carried still further into rock-shaped bed for each individual.
The original plan for one of these viharas was to be situated
close to chaitya hall but as the community increased settlement
excavated along the cliff side. Vihara no. 4 is seen to accumulate
a superior rank of community which was separated from main
group. Vihara no. 8,12,13 belong to Hinaya series and rest other
viharas belong to Mahayana series.
Plan of Vihara
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Section and Plan of Chaitya
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05 Work

06 WORKING DRAWING

Experience

Allainz De Architecture,Mulund

The design was proposed for a client in Banglore. The brief was a house four
, with addition of a 2bhk flat purposed to be given for rent. While designing,
Vastu was taken into major consideration. All spaces in the project were
designed according to it .

Project Type - Building Construction I Semester 6
Project Location - Mulund, Mumbai
Project Guide - Ar. Reshma Sathe

The primary role or function of
working drawings is to convert
design data into construction
information and to communicate
the drawings through detailing.
Dimensions, graphical information
can be read and understood to
further start constructing. The
Residential project is
further
worked upon and detailed in the
working drawing studio (Semester
6). Construction details of the
staircase, toilets, and door
windows have been worked out to
understand the specifications.

The design was developed on a site in Siliguri ,Kolkata. The programs were
located across two floors which included Bedrooms, Kitchen ,Multi-functional
Room, Theatre Room, Rooftop pool, Servant room and Roof garden.

Figure 25
Dining area - West

SETTING OUT PLAN

Bedrooms - South West
Living room - North, East
Entrance - North East
Store room, Kitchen - South East

From left to right- Theatre room,
Staircase, Bedrooms, Pantry ,
Staircase and lobby , Pooja Room
,Family Room,Bedroom.
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From left to right- Theatre room,
Staircase, Bedrooms, Pantry , Staircase and lobby , Corridor,Bedroom.

Entry

Figure 24

From left to right- Servants room,
Staircase, Bedrooms, Kitchen ,
Staircase and lobby , Living Room,
Porch, Parking , Entry gate.
FOUNDATION AND PLINTH BEAM PLAN
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FIRST FLOOR PLAN
SECTION BB’

STRIP SECTION

TOILET DETAILS

STAIRCASE DETAIL

SECTION AA’
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07 Montage of Hand works

7.1 Collection of hand sketches, models and photography

GROUND FLOOR PLAN

TYPICAL FLOOR PLAN

TERRACE FLOOR PLAN
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DETAILED SECTION THROUGH STAIRCASE

I 35

